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NEW MEMBER CHRISTINA ZWART SHOWS AT BOSTON SCULPTORS GALLERY 
 
Boston, MA – Christina Zwart’s first exhibition at the Boston Sculptors Gallery – WHOLE (in part) – 
features five new works composed of individual elements that, when multiplied and painstakingly 
assembled, yield pieces large in scale and grand in concept. 
 
Some of her work is abstract. “KinetiCairo” is composed of 4,000, 1-inch, hot pink, kinetic sand 
pyramids (see above photo) resting on a wooden, parallelogram-shaped platform “floating” 3 inches above 
the floor. “Rosekill” is a 13’ x 10’ photomosaic of a rose made up of photos of roadkill. 
 
Other pieces serve as social or political commentary, such as “No Hives…No Lives,” a work featuring dead 
honeybees that calls attention to Colony Collapse Disorder and the inextricable link between bees and humans. 
Her installation entitled “23” speaks to issues of pay inequity and the wage gap. 
 
“What interests me most is producing works that appear to be one thing from afar but, upon closer 
inspection, are another entirely,” says Zwart. “Depending on the viewer’s proximity, they often change tone 
or meaning. I love playing with the macro/micro concept. It allows me to inject into my work my two 
favorite things – humor and the element of surprise.” 
 
“My pieces tend to be big and, when I first attempt them, seem daunting and unwieldy. But, I find comfort 
in breaking them down into smaller, more manageable parts. There’s something soothing and reassuring 
about gathering thousands of objects and taking control of them – organizing and categorizing them, lining 
them up and arranging them in neat grids and patterns. There’s familiarity in sameness and repetition.” 
 
Zwart’s installations will show concurrently with new work by Mags Harries. 
 
Contact: Jean Mineo, Director   Christina Zwart       
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